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From Your President . . .
Here we are, half way through the year and about to commence Semester 2 with another wonderful range of
courses to choose from including eleven new courses. Joy Norris has been our Program Coordinator for
the past few years and has been responsible for organising these interesting and varied courses. Her work has
been much appreciated. However, she has stepped down from this role and Barbara Nudd, our current Events
Coordinator, has volunteered to take over.
While we have been Covid free in this area for almost twelve months, with winter approaching it is important
to continue taking steps to remain Covid safe and you will find our updated Covid safe practices
information sheet on page 2. We also encourage all members to take advantage of the vaccination
program.
The NSW Government has issued a directive for us to rewrite our Constitution based on the Model
Constitution developed by the Office of Fair Trading. This work has now been completed and has to be
accepted by our membership at a Special General Meeting on 14 December. All members will be sent a copy
to peruse in August. Then, our Wednesday Talk on 1 December will be spent unpacking this document and
answering any questions you might have.
As the membership of our and many other U3As in our region has reduced this year due to Covid, we are
working together to develop a marketing campaign. It has begun with a U3A advertisement and
accompanying article in the Forever Young supplement in the Newcastle Herald in May. It will be followed up
in November with more advertising in local papers and magazines. Mandy Lea, whom most of you will know
from her many years on the committee, has volunteered for this position. We can all, of course, spread the
word to our friends and relatives who might not yet have joined a U3A.
We were successful in accessing money from a grant offered by the Lake Macquarie City Council. We will be
buying two new computers – one for our Venues Coordinator and the other to be used by speakers at our
Wednesday talks.
Finally, as privacy of our members is an issue of utmost importance, if you do not want anyone to have access
to your contact details please let the Committee know. Also, Course Clerks are obliged to ask for permission to
take and/or use photos of members.
Enjoy your winter break and we look forward to seeing you all again at the beginning of Term 3, Monday
19 July
Rosalie Menzies
President

Members’ Privacy
This is a reminder that we must respect the privacy of all our members. This means that:
➢

If you are taking a photo for inclusion in any of our publications or on our website, you should advise
participants of that fact so that they have the option of not being in the photo.

➢

You must not divulge a member’s details (address, telephone number, email address) to anyone else
without prior permission of the member involved.

➢

If you are sending emails to a number of members or a whole group, you must use the “bcc” facility
so that no member can see the email addresses of other members. A number of emails have been sent
out recently where all recipients have been included in the “To” field which means that the details of all
recipients are visible. YOU MUST USE THE “BCC” FIELD, NOT THE “TO” FIELD.
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Positions Vacant—2022
Vice President
Pauline Wiche will be retiring from the committee at the end of 2021. She is currently our Vice President and therefore
we are looking for someone to fill this position. The Vice-President is one of the office bearers on the committee whose
principal responsibility is to stand in for the President when necessary, particularly at committee meetings.
If you are interested in filling this position or would like further information, please contact:
Secretary: Margaret Rose

Email: lmu3asecretary1@gmail.com

Guest Speaker Program Coordinator (Wednesday Talks)
Are you looking for something meaningful to do in your retirement?
Are you organised enough to make a list? (Excel, Word or written on paper)
Do you use email regularly?
We are looking for our new Guest Speaker Program Coordinator. Twice a year, before Semesters 1 and 2, you go in
search of speakers for the Wednesday talks sessions held at the MPC. After doing this job for many years I have
accumulated a reliable list of over 50 willing regular speakers and there are other avenues I can provide for finding new
people. If you think this is for you, send me an email and let’s talk.
Pauline Wiche

Email: pwiche@bigpond.net.au

Joy Norris—Retirement
Joy Norris, who has been your Program Coordinator for many years, has retired from the
committee. Over the years Joy has put together many and varied programs, which I know
we have all enjoyed, and has found leaders for courses which, in many cases, had been
requested by members but for which we had been unable to find a suitable leader for a long
time.
I always appreciated that Joy managed to get the program to me in plenty of time for me to
organise it for publication, without any last minute panic! The fact that things ran so
smoothly under Joy’s watch is testament to her organisational skills and all the hard work
she put in behind the scenes.
Joy and Warren have now gone travelling, taking a well-earned break.
I am sure all members will join me in thanking Joy for all her hard work on our behalf and wish her and Warren well for
the future.
Rosalind Wigham
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To All Leaders
After five years (and ten programs) I have now resigned as Program Coordinator. I have finalised the program for
Semester 2 2021 and am hanging up my hat.
I would like to thank all those Leaders, past and present, with whom I have had dealings over the past five years. You are
magnificent! I have a great deal of admiration for all our Leaders who serve so enthusiastically, unselfishly and
relentlessly. It has been a pleasure to have corresponded with you or talked over the phone or face to face with you over
the past years. There are many Leaders who were taking courses before I started as Program Coordinator and are still
leading courses. The amount of time, effort and enthusiasm Leaders sink into their courses for the benefit of the
members is beyond belief.
My most sincere thanks to all Leaders for your friendship and cooperation over the past five years.
Joy Norris
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We thoroughly enjoy the many and varied challenges devised by Graeme Cole (including new knowledge about toilet
rolls) and greatly appreciate the huge amount of time and effort Graeme puts into our group.
Jill McKinnon

Exercise to Music
Members enjoying social contact while exercising to music, under the watchful eye of Christine Mitford.
Photos—Diana Emerton

Peace and Circle Dance
Much pleasure and laughter as we learn new dances and enjoy
old familiar ones. Margaret does a great job with the music and
videos to get us going on a dance. The steps are taught by a
group of us. The number limit has been increased for
Semester 2, so enrol and come and join us at the Multi-Purpose
Centre on a Friday morning for some joyful times!
Barbara Nudd
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Table Tennis
The best possible escape from cold
dreary Mondays! Get the week off to a
great start by coming along to either
of the Monday table tennis groups at
Bolton Point hall - 10:30-12.30 or
1.00-3.00. We’d love your company
and there are vacancies in both
groups!
We have FUN and get great
EXERCISE while enjoying some
lovely SOCIAL INTERACTIONS with
fellow players. As one player says:
“Best thing I have done all year;
always look forward to Mondays.”
There is a one-off donation of $15
towards
costs
of
tables
and
equipment. Phone 0421 341 731 for
enquiries.
John Friend and Rosalie Menzies

Delta Therapy Dogs

Tap—Intermediate
Learning new steps and practising routines for the end-of-year concert in
November, led by Christine Mitford and Diana Emerton.
Photos—Diana Emerton

Ralph and Trish Carlier brought along
their two Golden Retrievers to a recent
Wednesday talk about Delta Therapy
Dogs. It was fascinating hearing how
these gentle dogs interact with children
and old people alike—in schools, aged
care and mental facilities, hospitals
and the court system. These gorgeous
dogs wandered around the room
hoping for a pat, while little Motto, the
Maltese Shi Tzu, joined in the patrol of
the room. The Carliers and Jane Farrell
(Motto’s
mum)
are
volunteers
providing the amazing benefits of
positive animal bonding, bringing joy
and peace to vulnerable people. Yet
another wonderful Wednesday talk.
Pauline Wiche
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Just 100 Words
The 2021 100-Word story sessions have ended and the participants, as Young Mr Grace would have said: “Have all done
very well!”
The micro-story writers have all learned the difficulties and discipline of the restricted literary genre and we have all
been pleased with the final outcomes.
The winner of this year’s quest was Margi Mann. She did say, however, that her story was developed from a yarn her
husband had told. Margi did well to deliver it in 100 words.
Ken Short came out of the pack with his gem that many world tourers will appreciate and the contributions of Lesley
Barnard and Jennifer Stratten showed that they too have the knack.
John Dunnet, Course Leader (and Judge!)
First Place—Margaret Mann
That’d Be Right!
Esme never complained. Stoic and unflappable. Content? Hmm, well…
All those years ago, when she first set foot in the old farmhouse, she had disliked the worn lino in the kitchen. The
intervening years did nothing to improve its appeal or ease her feelings. Finally, Bill agreed to splash out and replace the
floor for her 60th. Now, busy and happy in her kitchen preparing for her party, a slithering brown interloper was testing
the surface.
Affronted, horrified; Esme shouted: “Snake!”
Quick as a flash Bill was there and responded with both barrels.
Esme sighed.
“That’d be right!” she murmured.
Runner-Up—Ken Short
Rules Are Meant To Be Broken
“Drinks at 6.00, dinner at 7.00,” called Graham. “Apparently groups eat early.”
Conversation soon turned to the hotel’s rules about meals and electricity use.
“I can understand rationing hot water, but banning hair-dryers is odd,” complained Carol.
“It’s not a supply thing; other hotels are OK,” added Sue.
“No tea or coffee supplies is tough,” commented Charles.
It had been a long day at Pompeii and Sue was desperate for a cuppa.
“My little immerser will be OK; cup for you, Graham?”
“Not sure that’s a good idea, dear,” called Graham, just as the lights went out.
Highly Commended
The Search
The little boy had wandered away from the campsite. As there was only his dad, mum and baby sister at the camp his
father’s search could only be till sundown
My arrival on dusk was welcomed with great relief, especially as I had Gypsy, my four-legged friend, beside me.
I knew if I didn’t find him, Gypsy would.
I was handed his pyjamas jacket, extra water and food.
Gypsy’s a great tracker and the boy’s trail was easy to read.
We found him, two hours later, fast asleep and unhurt.
We arrived back at camp singing “This Old Man”.
Lesley Bernard
Confinement
She was an ordinary girl from an ordinary family. She did ordinary things and had ordinary dreams. She never disobeyed
a rule or stepped outside the square.
She stood on the corner and the crossing beckoned as if it had a conscience. She should cross. An ordinary car appeared;
a small sedan of nondescript shape, but she was distracted by the smiling, laughing occupants.
She smiled and waved. They waved back. In a crazy way she felt different about her place in the world. Such a simple
thing.
And she questioned why she had joined the convent in the first place.
Jennifer Stratten
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Creative Writing
Content does not necessarily reflect the opinions of all U3A members, but we respect the right to express those
opinions.
Preface
Our course leader takes the view that nothing’s more exciting
Than beginning to think and with pen and ink to engage in creative writing.
With the first term ending and all homework duly done
Our most respected leader said “Now here’s another one
To keep you fresh and wide awake
While you take your Easter break”.
And what did she come up with? Missing. Yes missing.
It’s all very well to dwell for a spell
On some missing thing, what it meant to ya’
But it’s hard as hell to think and tell
When everything seems in absentia.
It wasn’t too bad in the world we once had
But this world gone mad prompts dementia.
So let’s consider “Missing”.
Missing
Missing is a single word but varied in its meaning,
So context must decide on the meaning that’s applied
To comprehend the message, where it’s leading.
Missing an appointment or a meal or a bus or a train
Or the win not quite there or the comb for your hair or umbrella in the rain.
Or the catch that was missed or even the chance.
Yes much will go missing as through life we advance.
With a word that’s applicable in more than one occasion
It’s only right to examine it, to give some demonstration
Of instances of “missing” in a recent situation.
For example, here’s a sample.
We’re living in a country that’s full of great attraction
But governed by a group of men whose forte is inaction.
They’re very good at marketing with accompanying pronouncements
And when it’s time to act we get a string of new announcements.
Action missing.
Take Covid-19. We’re confronted by a virus whose aim is to expire us
But what do we get against this threat? Nothing to inspire us.
Just a media campaign with one refrain, “Here we are. Admire us”.
But when scientists pulled out all stops and found a new vaccine
The promise of four million jabs by the end of March remained unseen.
Gone missing.
For whatever else that they might try
The problem was one of non-supply.
A situation hyper tense especially for aged care residents.
The only thing that we can say
Yet another plan was in disarray.
Also missing.
The thing we do get plenty of is rorts.
The first one that we heard about was sports,
To be followed soon by others of all sorts.
We would have thought culprits would be caught
And, after report, ought to be brought to court.
But no. It all came to naught.
More missing.
Next came the scandal of women manhandled
And led to the sensation of the female demonstration
Which electrified the nation, bringing on the situation
Of a call for government explanation.
And how did they deal with this female protestation?
They deplored it. They ignored it. With continued silence on domestic violence.
They wouldn’t meet them or even come out socially to greet them.
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Missing (continued)
They thought that was how to beat them. What a way to treat them?
This response was much discussed causing major loss of trust.
Something else now missing.
Nowhere is the government’s petulant persistence
Seen in clearer light that in its resolute resistance
To the facts of global warming in support of fossil fuels.
They must think voters are a pack of stupid fools.
Perhaps they’re right to do so for a prominent selection
Since they keep on gaining victory when time comes for election.
Acumen missing?
So many things are missing. How depressing and upsetting. Yes,
Missing. Not a cheerful word but a tearful word to think on in recess. Yes,
Missing. A single simple diverse word which yet
Can conjure up a lifetime of regret.
A single word with power to make one sad
Contemplating loss of something one once had.
A member of the family, a loved and loving pet,
The plaintive song of a love gone wrong.
These things we can’t forget. Now missing.
But reflect on this.
The things we’re truly missing are all rooted in the past:
Events that had once happened but were destined not to last.
They continue to exist in our memory alone
And in memory’s golden rule book there is one rule we should own:
The restrictive grief of missing we should always try dismissing
For the pleasure in the leisure of sweet reminiscing.
Lionel Farrell
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